
Stream Time-Codes - 2022-02 2022-02-28

12/28/2022 13:22:04

Stream 20220228

Clipped

Title(s) OPENING THE BOX

Outfit(s) Black top, black skirt with white stripes, knee-high socks. Changes into sweats taken from The Box 
and adds a black shirt over his top.

Note: Round-numbered times are approximate. The actual content may be slightly before or 
after the stated time, +/- up to 60s.

TOD Time Comment Viewers Dono

 12:02:13  00:00:00 <--- Stream start. Ctrl-Shift-<semi-colon> to auto-insert time of 
day. Sheet will calculate the elapsed time (stream-time).

01.  12:02:17  00:00:04 Title card of cardboard box and the usual music. 90

02.  12:06:03  00:03:51 Facecam - B&W view of the box and dramatic music. 1470

03.  12:07:46  00:05:34 He puts on the finger-less gloves I sent and uses the Drememl I sent 
him to start cutting the lock. Uses the AK-47 to knock the lock off.

1770

04.  12:08:48  00:06:35 It's open. 1840

05.  12:09:09  00:06:56 Starts talking and is complaining about being in girl clothes. No make-
up because it is Boy Month.

06.  12:09:00  00:06:47 Switches to full-color. 2050

07.  12:11:17  00:09:04 Says he lost the key. 2130

08.  12:11:36  00:09:23 Gray sweat pants. 2110

09.  12:12:00  00:09:47 Red shirt. 2070

10.  12:13:00  00:10:47 Chinos. "Sour smell." 2150

11.  12:15:29  00:13:16 Socks, Something moist. Sweat pants. 2140

12.  12:15:55  00:13:42 Opens a bin bag. Sees something he hasn't seen since he moved in. 2120

13.  12:18:59  00:16:46 Complaining about mold and the smell. 2220

14.  12:19:38  00:17:25 Something green that he says is recent. Thinks he say movement. 2180

15.  12:21:42  00:19:29 Something light gray. Smells like a grandma smell. 2130

16.  12:22:24  00:20:11 Tries to shot rat but handgun has no gas. Gets AK and shoots the 
contents of the box.

2140

17.  12:23:05  00:20:52 Underwear. Doesn't want to have anything to do with it. 2140

18.  12:24:24  00:22:11 Says he had a whole bit planned where he would change into the 
clothes.

2110

19.  12:25:40  00:23:28 Talking about the smell and the bad smell. 2240

20.  12:26:31  00:24:18 Close-up for Dono Message where the guy says he's almost 
"finished." F1nn states at the camera.

2200

21.  12:27:57  00:25:44 Dono Message asking if he'll repair the box after Girl Month starts up 
again. Says he didn't think of that. Says he cut the hardware, not the 
lock.

2180

22.  12:29:28  00:27:15 Talking about his nails. 2140

23.  12:31:02  00:28:49 Nails check. Says that if he removed the fake one his natural nails 
would look the same except wouldn't be pink (for lack of nail polish).

2110

24.  12:34:08  00:31:55 Says he could end the stream here because he was just going to open 
the box. Asks if he should put on some of his Boy Clothes.

2160

25.  12:34:42  00:32:29 F1nnDad calls to ask if he was able to cut the metal. Says he was 
going to ask his Dad to use his Dremel and then remembered that 
someone (me) sent him one.

2160
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26.  12:38:15  00:36:02 Says he has an idea. Grabs sweat pants and leaves room. 2220

27.  12:39:30  00:37:17 Returns as Boy F1nn. Same black top but put on a black shirt over it 
and changed into the sweats.

2220

28.  12:40:47  00:38:35 Dono Message, "Why is that girl waering guy clothes?" 2210

29.  12:41:49  00:39:36 Dono Message. He didn't like it. 2170

30.  12:43:02  00:40:49 Says he will play CS:GO and that's it. He's downloading an update. 2130

31.  12:46:28  00:44:15 Talking about drinking. Starting his CS:GO sessions. 1980

32.  12:49:30  00:47:17 Choosing music to play by. 1900

33.  12:58:07  00:55:54 It crashed. Takes double-shot of vodka. Reconnects. Says it's still 
lagging.

1790

34.  13:04:29  01:02:17 Reads my Chat comment from 2 minutes prior, " OMG. F1nn is now 
has to cross-dress as a boy since his default is as a girl."

1720

35.  13:07:31  01:05:18 Not having a great CS:GO session due to lag. Close-up and asks Chat 
what he should do. Takes off cap. Hair looks great.

1660

36.  13:10:00  01:07:47 Riza in chat. Starts to indirectly quote the American Psycho lines. 1630

37.  13:12:45  01:10:33 F1nn bows his head in shame (or is it the effects of drink?). Asks if he 
should do a Minecraft stream. Katie in Chat and he says, "Hi,"

1630

38.  13:13:59  01:11:46 "You know how if you're bloated...?" 1630

39.  13:15:02  01:12:49 Shows us a screen-capture that was made from Riza's camera. 1620

40.  13:15:27  01:13:14 Read my Chat comment, "That looks like F1nn is in The Shining." 1640

41.  13:16:14  01:14:01 Says he wants to put a skirt on because the sweats are awful. Says 
he's going to end the stream since this wasn't supposed to be a 
regular stream. Says the alcohol is affecting him adversely.

1630

42.  13:18:25  01:16:12 End stream. 1600

43. -

44. -

45. -

46. -

47. -

48. -

49. -

50. -

51. -

52. -

53. -

54. -

55. -

56. -




